COM E TAKE A TRIP IN MY AIR SHIP

by

CLEO. EVANS
AND
EN. SHIELDS

composers of

"IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMER TIME"
"THERE'S THE SWEETEST PLANT THAT GROWS IN TENNESSEE"
"KEEP AWAY FROM ROME" etc.

INTRODUCED & SUNG BY

ETHEL ROBINSON.
Try this over on your Piano.

Fairy Moon

By CHAS. K. HARRIS.

Moderato.

Is my lover false or true, or only fooling me,
Can't you see I'm lonely now, where can my sweetheart be,

Tell me my Fairy Moon. Is he coming out to-night to
Tell me my Fairy Moon. Does he love another girl in-

meet his little girl, Come to spoon? I will
stead of little me, Fairy Moon? There's a
"Come, take a trip in my Air-ship."

WORDS BY
REN SHIELDS.

MUSIC BY
GEORGE EVANS.

Tempo di Valse.

1. I love a sailor, the sailor loves me, And sails ev'ry night to my home.
2. One night, while sailing away from the crowds, We passed through the milky white way.

sails o'er the sea, Or o'er the wild briny foam; For watching the clouds, He asked me if I'd name the day. And
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he owns an air-ship and sails up on high, He's just like a bird near the dip-per I gave him my heart, The sun shines on right near the dip-per I gave him my heart, The sun shines on

And when the shadows of our honey-moon, We swore from each other we

eve-ning draw nigh, He'll sail to my win-dow and sing:
never would part, And teach all the babies this tune:

CHORUS.

Come, take a trip in my air-ship, Come, take a sail 'mong the

Come, take a trip.
Come, have a ride a-round Venus,

Come, have a spin a-round Mars.

No one to watch while we're kissing,

No one to see while we spoon.

Come, take a trip in my airship,

And we'll visit the man in the moon.

Come, take a trip.
Popular Favorites By The Most Popular Composers.

Don't Blame Me For Lovin' You.
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Will The Roses Bloom In Heaven?

Harris
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I Never Knew Till Now.
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When The Golden Leaves Are Falling.

Mississippi Splash.

Words by Dave Green.
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Music by Jerome Shaw.

I Miss You Honey, Miss You All The Time.

Old Friends, Old Loves Will Greet Me Once Again.
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Home Run Bill.

Words by Alfred Bryan.
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My Palace Of Dreams.

Music by Jerome Shaw.

The Tanguay Rag.
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Answered.
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